
What is the difference between a "caster", a "fork" and a "wheel"?

To clear up confusion about our terminology, our casters are divided into 
three parts: wheel, axle and fork. The wheel is the plastic part with the 
black rubber tire. The fork is the metal part that swivels. The axle is the 
bolt that runs through the center of the wheel, fastening it to the fork. The
caster is the entire assembly combined (wheel, fork and axle).

What creeper model do I have? How old is it?

Below you will find pictures and text describing how our creepers have 
changed throughout the years, which will assist you in determining which 
model you own and its approximate age. 



The Bone 6031

Above: Mark 1. Age range: 1992 - October 2003. Notes: Wheels are 5"
diameter, 1" wide. Wheel hubs are silver with a thick, smooth tread style 
black rubber tire. Caster forks are 4" high from base to top with a standard
shopping cart style design. Decal is red, black, white and gold and is 
printed with "The Bone" with Pegasus Products as the manufacturer. The 
Bone dog on the decal is laying down. The body of the creeper is is smooth
on the top and ribbed on the bottom and RED. Axle will either be a rivet 
or a bolt and nut. Be sure to note which it is if you are calling for a wheel
replacement if you have this style caster! Ground clearance is 
approximately 1 1/4".



Above: Mark 2. Age range: Nov 2003 - Dec 2007. Notes: Wheels are 5 
1/8" diameter, 1" wide. Wheel hubs are gold with a thin, smooth tread 
style black TPE tire. Caster forks are 4" high from base to top with a 
standard shopping cart style design. Decal is red, black, white and gold and
is printed with "The Bone" with Pegasus Products (2003 - 2005) or SFA 
Companies (2005 - 2007) as the manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal 
is laying down. The body of the creeper is is smooth on the top and ribbed 
on the bottom and is RED. Axle is a bolt with a nut. Ground clearance is 
approximately 1 1/4".



Above: Mark 3. Age range: Jan 2008 - March 2014. Notes: Wheels are 
5 1/8" diameter, 1" wide. Wheel hubs are gold with a thin, smooth tread 
style black TPE tire. Caster forks are 4" high from base to top with a three 
feather wing design. The decal is Red, white and gold and is printed with 
"The Bone" with SFA Companies as the manufacturer. The Bone dog on 
the decal is "bursting through" the decal. The body of the creeper is is 
smooth on the top and ribbed on the bottom and is RED. Axle is a bolt 
with a nut. Ground clearance is approximately 1 3/4".
 



 

Above: Mark 4. Age range: March 2014+. Notes: Same as Mark 3, 
minus the neck pad. Creepers may be in red, black or blue. Note: black & 
blue colors may be limited if a new body is needed. Replacement body for 
black or blue models may be red.

The (Bone) Rough Rider 7031
 



Above: Mark 1. Age range: 1999 - 2001. Notes: Wheels are 5" 
diameter, 1 1/4" wide. Wheel hubs are silver or red with a thick, smooth 
tread style black rubber tire. Caster forks are 5" high from base to top with
a standard shopping cart style design. The decal is red, silver, white and 
black, printed with "The Bone Rough Rider" with Pegasus Products as the 
manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal is laying down, smiling with a 
Teddy Roosevelt hat and glasses. The body of the creeper is is smooth on 
the top and ribbed on the bottom and is BLACK. Axle will either be a rivet
or a bolt and nut. Be sure to note which it is if you are calling for a wheel
replacement if you have this style caster! Ground clearance is 
approximately 2 5/8".
 

Above: Mark 1.5. Age range: 2001 - Oct 2003. Notes: Wheels are 5" 
diameter, 1 1/4" wide. Wheel hubs are silver or red with a thick, smooth 
tread style black rubber tire. Caster forks are 5" high from base to top with
a standard shopping cart style design. The decal is red, silver, white and 
black, printed with "The Bone Rough Rider" with Pegasus Products as the 
manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal is laying down, smiling with a 
Teddy Roosevelt hat and glasses. The body of the creeper is is smooth on 



the top and ribbed on the bottom and is RED. The axle is a bolt and nut. 
Ground clearance is approximately 2 5/8".
 

Above: Mark 2. Age range: Nov 2003 - Dec 2007. Notes: Wheels are 5 
1/4" diameter, 1 5/16" wide. Wheel hubs are gold with a medium 
thickness, tractor tread style black TPE tire. Caster forks are 5" high from 
base to top with a standard shopping cart style design. The decal is red, 
gold, white and black, printed with "The Bone Rough Rider" with Pegasus 
Products (2003 - 2005) or SFA Companies (2005 - 2007) as the 
manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal is laying down, smiling with a 
Teddy Roosevelt hat and glasses. The body of the creeper is smooth on 
the top and ribbed on the bottom and is RED. The axle is a bolt and nut. 
Ground clearance is approximately 2 5/8".
 

 



Above: Mark 3. Age range: Jan 2008 - March 2014. Notes: Wheels are 
5 1/4" diameter, 1 5/16" wide. Wheel hubs are gold with a medium 
thickness, tractor tread style black TPE tire.. Caster forks are 5 1/4" high 
from base to top with a four feather wing style design. The decal is red, 
gold, grey white and black, printed with "The Rough Rider" with SFA 
Companies as the manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal is pointing at 
you, and looks like Teddy Roosevelt. He is flanked by dogs dressed as a 
farmer, trucker, policeman and soldier. The body of the creeper is smooth 
on the top and ribbed on the bottom and is RED. The axle is a bolt and 
nut. Ground clearance is approximately 2 7/8".
 



 

Above: Mark 4. Age range: March 2014+. Notes: Same as Mark 3, 
minus the neck pad. Creepers may be in red, black or blue. Note: black & 
blue colors may be limited if a new body is needed. Replacement body for 
black or blue models may be red.

The Bone-ster 4031



 

Above: Mark 1. Age range: Nov 2003 - Feb 2009. Notes: Wheels are 3"
diameter, 7/8" wide. Wheel hubs are gold with a thin, smooth tread style 
black TPE tire. Caster forks are small, similar to those on a standard 
creeper seat. The decal is red, gold, white and black, printed with "The 
Bone-ster" with Pegasus Products (2003 - 2005) or SFA Companies (2005 -
2009) as the manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal is standing up and 
wearing sunglasses with a t-shirt. The body of the creeper is ribbed both 
top and bottom and is RED. The axle is a bolt and nut. Ground clearance is
approximately 1 1/4".
 

Above: Mark 2. Age range: March 2009+. Notes: Wheels are 3" 
diameter, 7/8" wide. Wheel hubs are gold with a thin, smooth tread style 
black TPE tire. Caster forks are small, with a 3 feather wing style design. 
The decal is red, gold, white and black, printed with "The Bone-ster" with 
SFA Companies as the manufacturer. The Bone dog on the decal is 
standing up and wearing sunglasses with a t-shirt. The body of the creeper
is ribbed both top and bottom and is RED. The axle is a bolt and nut. 
Ground clearance is approximately 1 1/2". Creepers may come in red or 



black. If a replacement body is needed, we cannot guarantee we can 
provide a black unit, replacement may be in red.

The Tail Bone 5031 & Tail Bone Rough Rider 5131

Mark 1. Age range: December 2009 - March 2012. Notes: Base section 
will have eight black clips with 1/4" holes for the bolts. Seat will have eight 
holes.

Mark 2. Age range: April 2012 - April 2013. Notes: Base section will 
have eight silver round insert nuts with 1/4" holes for the bolts. Seat will 
have eight holes.

Mark 3. Age range: May 2013+. Notes: Base section will have four silver
jack nuts with 1/4" holes for the bolts. Seat will have four holes.

SPECIAL NOTE ON TAIL BONES: If you need a replacement seat or 
base section, please note that all seats and bases now come in the Mark 3 
style. We no longer drill eight holes, and we only use jack nuts for the 
bases. These four hole units are compatible with older models, so you do 
not need to order both the seat and base if you do not need both.

When it comes to quality automotive creepers, The Bone is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.toolsid.com/creepers.html
https://www.toolsid.com/the-bone/

